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TO THE READERS: 

We neglected last year to report the geath of Joh~ ann 
whose insight and generosity helped many scholars and students 
involved in Woolf studies. I recall, as one example, his sending me 
through the mail his own invitation to the original production of 
F~er after I wrote to enquire if he knew of any in existence. It is 
reprinted on the back of the hard cover book jacket. His secretary, 
RacJ:i_el Gould, writing to cancel his subscription to VWM, reminds 
us that in--Cehmann's last book, Christo her Isherwood: A Personal 
/\,j_g_mo)!; "Virginia - Woolf is mentioned often in relation 'to the 
Hogarth Press." 

Robert Tod, writing from Birmingham, England, calls attention to 
an obituary that VW wrote for her Quaker aunt Caroline Stephen 
reprmtea in the "The Friend" otPhTiaaelpfi1a, 5 August, 1909: "It is 
unsigned and I think that Tt has not previously been identified as by 
Virginia Woolf." 

The Fall Issue will be edited by Mark Hussey, Department of 
English, Pace University, One Pace Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10038. 
Contributions should be no more than 800 to 1000 words and must 
be in his hands by September 1. 

.L.u.cio Ruotoln 
Stanford University 

Dr. Hussey has suggested the following perspective for this Fall 
1989 issue: 

In her reading notes (as Brenda Silver informs us), Virginia Woolf 
wrote: "It is s commonplace to say that every critic finds his own fea
tures in Shakespeare ... The Johnson S. the Coleridge S. the Bradley S. 
are all contributions to our knowledge of what Shakespeare looked 
like, if you see him through a certain vision. But there always 
remains something further." 

There are also many Virginia Woolfs and those various representa
tions-biography, neorobiography, psychobiography, pathography, 
hagiography-often oppose one another, sometimes harshly. For 
the Fall 1989 VWM, I'd like to invite views on the issue of "Represen
ta!l.ons _of ~irgi_11ia WgQLt' As far as possible, I'd like to facilitate ' a 
conversation rather than just a collection of statements so the 
earlier I receive materials the better; I can thus share contributions 
with others for their responses. It is also my hope that interpretations 
of and speculations about the life will illuminate the work through 
an honest awareness of the politics of reading: "That experience has 
a great influence upon fiction is indisputable" ("Women & Fiction"). 

FROM THE READERS: 

When I read Bil!__Handl~'s essay, "Virginia Woolf and Fyodor 
Dostoevsky: Can Modernism Have Soul?" (VWM, Fall 1988), I exper
iencea acfistinct sense of deja ~u._ for my doctoral dissertation at the 2-
Universi!y of J Qndon on "V1rg1nia Woolf's Response to _Russi~ 
Literature" (1969), I drew not only on Woolf's published essays and 
nov els-6ut also on a number of her early (then uncollected) reviews 
of Russian writers-particularly Dostoevsky-and her manuscript 
reading notes for several of those essays and reviews. Because 
Woolf's handwriting was difficult to decipher, I sought the assistance , 
of Le~~rd ~ ~ f, and on several occasions was privileged to 
discuss Virginia's interest in the Russian wr iters with Leonard over 
the kitchen table at Monks House. 

Si , . 
S~ r1989 

Virginia attempted to learn Russian, and worked collaboratively 
with a Russian emigre friend, S.S. Kotelia~ o!L.trao.s.lation. 
Throughth e Flogarfl f Press, sne·and Leonard published seven works 
by Russian wnters- b~en 1920 and 1923, three of which Virginia 
helped to translate by polishing the prose after Koteliansky had pro
vided a rough I iteral translation.' 

When the major works of the Russian authors first appeared in 
translation in the early part of the twentieth century, Woolf and her 
English contemporaries were virtually overwhelmed, and often 
driven to hyperbole, by their discovery of a mature literature with its 
(apparently) radically different focus. In its preoccupation -particu
larly in the works of Dostoevsky and Chekhov-with the "soul" and 
the psychology of consciousness, Russian literature offered inspira
tion_to W! iters like Wool t who were seeking an alternative to th.e_nar
rative conventions of their own tradition. Woolf alludes to Russian 
wmer s1nbheWay or anofher -in vi rtual fy- every one of her novels; in 
central essays like "Modem . Fiction" and "Mr. Bennett and Mrs. 
Br<_Jwnt she invokes them -as-her ~~chstone f~~ ~ hanges i~ the con
ception of the novel form with which she herself was beginning to 
experiment. As she expressed her admiration in "Modern Fiction," 
"The most elementary remarks on modern fiction can hardly avoid 
some mention of the Russian influence, and if the Russians are men
tioned one runs the risk of feeling that to write of any fiction save 
theirs is [a] waste of time." 2 

My interest in Virginia Woolf's "Russian connection" also led me 
to seek more information about the indefatigable Cons! ance Garn~ 
who did more than any other translator to bring the Russian writers 
to English-speaking readers. This remarkable achievement encom
passed over seventy volumes during Constance Garnett's lifetime: 
five volumes by Tolstoy, including War and Peace (for which she 
received a fee of £300 -from which her secretary's fee was 
subtracted-for translating the half-a-million word text for Heine
mann's!) and Anna Karenina; thirteen of Dostoevsky's novels and 
volumes of short stories; seventeen vo lumes of Chekhov, including a 
dozen of his plays, over150 short stories, and two volumes of letters; 
the complete works of Gogol in six volumes; six volumes of Herz en's 
memoirs; and a play by -Ostrovsky. According to David Garnet t, 
Constance's son, with whom I was fortunate to correspond while 
researching an essay on her enormous contribution to literature 
Constance became nearly blind from the effort; rather than give u~ 
her translating, she worked with an amanuensis fo r the nearly twenty 
more years during which she continued to produce translations. 3 

Since my comments here, which began as a response to Hand ley's 
discussion of the links between Woolf and Dostoevsky (and 
..Ba.k.htioJ, have evolved into a partial reprise of the relationship 
between Bloomsbury and the Russian writers, I can't resist including 
a striking letter of appreciation from one of Woolf's contemporaries 
to Constance Garnett: 

Dear Madam, 
As I laid down my copy of War_and Eeiice tonight I knew I 

could no longer refrain from thanking you fo r the whole othe r 
world that you have revealed to us through those marvelous 
translations from the Russian. Your beautiful industry will end 
in making us almost ungrateful. We are almost inclined to 
take for granted the fact that the new book is translated by 
Mrs. Constance Garnett. Yet my generation (I am 32) and the 
younger generation owe you more than we ourselves are able 
to realize. These books have changed our lives, no less. What 
could it be like to be without them! 



I am only one voice among so many who appreciate the 
greatness of your task, the marvel of your achievement. I beg 
you to accept my admiration and my deepest gratitude. 

Yours faithfully. 
KaJ:berine Maos.f.i.e.l.d• 

Thinking about both Virginia Woolf's experiments with the novel 
form and Constance Garnett's role as translator from Russian, I spec
ulated (in my earlier essay), that "without the Russian novel-and 
without Constclf\ce Garnett to bring it to life in English-the modern 
novel might well have taken a very different form." 5 

RQP._erta Rubenstein 
Amencan University 
Washington, D.C. 

1. Roberta Rubenstein, "Virginia Woolf and the Russian Point of View" Compar
at_ive Literature Studies, Vol. IX, No. 2 (June 1972), pp. 196-206), esp. p. 197. 

2. Virginia Woolf, "Modern Fiction," The Common Reader (London: The Hogarth 
Press, 1925), p. 193. 

3. Roberta Rubenstein, "Genius of Translation [Constance Garnett]," The Colorado 
Quarterly, Vol. XXII, No. 3 (Winter 1974), pp. 359-368. 

4. Katherine Mansfield, from a letter (then) in the possession of David Garnett. The 
letter is also quoted in Carolyn Heilbrun, The Garnett Family, 1961, p. 166, and in 
my essay on Constance Garnett (noted above), p. 367. 

5. "Genius of Translation," p. 367. 

MORE FROM THE READERS: 
This column describes and solicits information for a study under

way on the political and intellectualdey_e.lop.me.o.loilooAai:l'i-.WGGlf 
and its~act on twentieth-centu British and internatiowl affairs. 
With preliminary researc complete in Woolf's private library at 
\yashington State University, the project will soon shift its base to 
torrdon and to the Univ~sity gf_ Sussex at Brighton, where the major
ity of Woolf's papers are located (an imposing 60,000 items!). 
Obviously, one daunting task for the scheme's humble collaborators 
will be assembling the profit of such diverse materials now set so 
widely apart._ (See also our solicitation below .) When English 
literature scholars tend only to assess Woolf's literary accomplish
ments and when historians fail to take notice of his role as an arch
itect of Britain'.s..policy_on_coJle.cti:v.e.gov.ecomenta.t.tb.e..end.oLw_o.rld 
War I, we combine the insights of those disciplines (in complement 
to Woolf's work) and shift attention to those activities which he 
devo~~d t~ political movements in his time . Woolf's politicgl 
act1v1tJ_es, like those of "Bloomsberries" J.M. Keynes and Harold 
N_~colsgn, we!_e part of the same cloth withhis liteiarYjnterests. -

One of Woolf's early political works and perhaps his most influ
ential work, International Government (1916), is the starting point of 
our study. We choose to begin with this book, first, because of its 
importance, second, because it marks the emergence of Woolf as an 
influential political activist in modern British politics, and, third, 
because he cultivated political relationships with influential men 
both in and out of government during this early period- relationships 
which served him well in his later political activities in the Fabian 
Society and in the Labg1,Jr Party. Woolf's International Government, 
coritaming many points incorporated into the League of t'lations' 
Covenant, represents the culmination of Woolf's ideas on inter
national relations and coLJective s_e~urity. A close reading of ~is 
aut~~io raRhie5, beside Duncan Wilson's Leonard Woolf: A Political 
Biowaphy, suggests much about the genesis of Woolf's ideas- how 
they were based on his studies and associations at TrinJ!y College, 
Cambriq_ge, on his experiences as a colonial administrator in ~eY.!£.n, 
and on his political activities as a member of the Fabian Society and 
the British Labour Party. Although Woolf clearly formulated out of 
these experiences his perceptions on the need for a League of 
Nations, no study to date has traced in depth the development of his 
ideas on the League. Because International Government was as 
influential as it was, a thorough examination of this work and its 
origins is needed. 

Even though many clues to the development of ideas presented in 
International Government are found in Woolf's autobiographies and 
a few secondary works, many issues remain unsettled. While it is' 
understood that Woolf worked with a number of people on the 
League concept-among these Cambridge historian G. Lowes 

~ Did -=inson, Foreign Office officials Lord Robert Cecil and P. Noel
B~ker, Fabian Society member Sidney Webb, Labor Party l~er 

__., -;'{amsayMacDonald, and Theodore Marburg (a member of the 
American League to Enforce Peaceana'fhe former U.S. Minister to 
Belgium)-it is not known precisely how his association with these 
men affected his concept of the League. Clearly, Woolf had on
going relationships with most of these men, but the details are 
sketchy. Dickinson (affectionately called "Goldie" by Virginia) was 
an old friend from Leonard's Cambridge days and a co-founder with 
Woolf of the League of Nations Society. Webb persuaded Woolf to 
join the Fabian Society and then collaborated with him on a political 
piece on the League concept for the Society. MacDonald and Woolf 
participated in a political discussion group known as the-'.191? 
Club:' Most interestingly, Lady Robert Cecil was a friend of the 
Stephens. Her husband, "Lord Bob" in Virginia's letters, was so favor
ably impressed with International Government that he had much of 
it included in the British draft proposal for the League before passing 
it on to U.S. President Woodrow Wilson. The proposal Woolf drafted 
was not only adopted as British policy for the Versailles Peace Treaty 
but was also incorporated into the League Covenant recogrnzeaoy 
signatories of the Treaty. 
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Woolf's fictional works based on his service as a colonial adminis
trator in Ceylon clearly demonstrate the development of his thoughts 
on the relationship between former imperial nations and their colo
nial possessions under the League mandate system. In particular, 
T~v:Jllag~ _iQ_.!fle /jJ!]g}e (the forerunner of A Passage to India by 
Woolf's friendf .. ~_Forster) and 5_tQ!~~ of th~ East played important 
roles in Woolf's thinking on the League. His political and fictional 
works, therefore-combined with his political and literary friend
ships- reveal a definite pattern of intellectual development with 
respect to the League and to the concept of international governance. 

As virtual author of the British draft of the League of Nations' 
Covenant, Woolf brings a pragmatic element to the study of influ
ence as it may be interpreted from the marginalia in his books in the 
Woolf library at Washington State University. The holdings there 
include nearly all of Leonard's political writings as well as his fic
tional works. As he recorded ideas for his political works in the end 
papers of volumes which he used as "think pieces;' the WSU 
holdings are extremely fruitful. These holdings include a copy of 
Leonard Woolf's International Government (1916), identified as his 
personal copy with his marginalia, and his reading notes in_ The 
League of Nations and Its Problems (ed. L. Oppenheim, 1919), A~ 
Le~gue otNations by H.N. Brailsford (1917), Towards International 
GovernmeQt g_y_ J.:..A, Ho~..Qn (1915), and The Leagge of Nations by 
Frederick Pollock (1920). -- --

The Leonard Woolf -~ers at the University of Sussex include 
much of his correspondence, his diaries~ and his effects relating to 
his service in Ceylon and his role in the League of Nations, the 
Labour Party, the Fabian Society, and the journals Ibe New States
n:ian and The Political Quarterly. The Fabian Records at N~ffield Col
lege Oxford, the F_abian Colonial Bureau Pc!J)ers, Lib.Lary of B_hodes 
~ouse, O~_ord, the Woolf effects in the (!ritish Lib_r_ary, the Docu
ments of the Labour Par 's Adviso Committee on International 
an~ _m_perial Q.ues.tions, Transport House, London, and the~ 
Foreign Office records in the Public Records Office, Kew Gardens 
London, aIT containrelevant materials. Woolf's political correspo; 
dence with his Cambridge and Bloombury friends, like Keynes, is at 
K.lng's College,_Cambridge. Pertinent Woolf correspondence exists 
in the Ne~York Publ'c .L.i.!:!.r.ar¥-e Huntin ton Library, and the 
University of Texas Library at Austin . We understandthat smaller 
colledlonsexisfelsewhere out know little about their possible value 
to this project. We invite anyone who has such information to write 
and tell us about it. Other thoughts are most welcome, too. Please 
use the Ellensburg address. 

J~[xn ManSQl'.L 
Department of History 
Central Washington University 
Ellensburg, Washington 98926 
Tel. (509) 963-1877 or 925-7804 

Wayne !5.:_(h!!_r,2man 
Washington State University 
Pullman, Washington 99163 



JOHN HOUSE~ MEETS LEO~ARD AND V~RGlNJA,.. _ ,. , 
I admired Houseman long before he became a darling of the . . 

media with P~p_er Chf!Je. I knew of his connection with the Thomson"-"' +1'..t 

,,.,:f 

THE PRIME MINISTER AND THE SOLAR THEORY 
The statue of General Gordon is no longer found at Trafalgar 

.r Square where Peter'Wais hs aw it in 1923: "Poor Gordon ." 1 ... Now tne 
''war ri or-saint" stands with Bible and cane in the Victoria Embank
ment Gardens, somewhat farther from Parliament where in 1885 

f Gladstone, the Prime Minister, inadvisedly abandoned him to his 

~ S~opera Four Sp.ints ia.Ibr.ee.acts; also of his production of [ulius 
C~ with Brando as Mark Antony. But I had not read any of his 
three auto-biographical books till after his death. Imagine my 
delight when I opened up Run-Through and found some pages about 
Leonard and Virginia Woolf. 

In 1921 Houseman spent several months in Argentina. In August, 
1921 he returned to England. (He was born September 22, 1902, so he 
was not quite 19 at the time.} Over the next few years he wrote 
several short stories and collected them with a title: The Plains. He 
gave a copy of the MS to t!~!..e. Mayor, sister of his hou'seinaster. (In 
spite of a hectic boyhood JH had received a "public school" educa
tion.) Meeting Flora a few days later, he was startled to learn that she 
had given the MS to the Woolfs for possible publication in the 
Hogarth Press. Houseman had no idea of approaching such pres
tigious publishers. Shortly after, Leonard called and invited House
man to Saturday tea. Houseman gave his blue suit to be pressed and 
carefully combed his hair for the visit to Tavistock Square. 

Looking back more than forty years Houseman recalls: "Like film 
fogged by the brightness of the sun, my memory of that enchanted 
tea party is blurred and incomplete." No need to apologize, J H ! He 
had an eye like a camera and an ear especially attuned to literary 
nuances. "I was received;' Houseman continues, "by a dark, slender, 
soft-spoken man who led me up stairs to a front room, where a lady 
whom I recognized as Virginia Woolf was seated at the tea table 
with a schoolboy of twelve or thirteen-a nephew, I gathered. (Could 
that have been Julian Bell?)* "During tea, I became aware of the 
incessant trembling of Leonard Woolf's hands and the rattle of his 
cup and saucer .. :· The boy asked a question about H.G. Wells, 
" ... which Virginia, smiling, passed on to me and to whicfiireplTed, 
flustered and unprepared, that if Mr. Wells was remembered at all, it 
would be for his prophetic and pseudo-scientific works. Mrs. Woolf 
disagreed categorically. She maintained that Well's early novels 
such as Mr. Polly, Kipps and Tono Bungay were works of originality 
and the restJQUrnalrsrrra'h o- interesfw fiatever:' (Alas! Time would 
prove JH right: Today Wells is renowned for the Time Machine and 
similar writings . Houseman himself would reinforce HGW;;,:eputa
tion as a master of science fiction. He would be part of the team that 
produced War of the Worlds in that never to be forgotten broadcast 
on Halloween, 1938.) 

After the nephew went back to his home-work, Houseman and the 
Woolfs began discussing the Plains: "Leonard did most of the talk
ing. He confirmed their liking for the work and repeated that he and 
Virginia would like to publish it at the H_Qs.?I t~.fr ~- However . ... " 
The Hogarth Press was a small publishing house; in six years it had a 
net profit of less than100 pounds. It would cost about that to publish 
The Plains. The Woolfs would assume one third of the cost if 
Houseman came up with the rest. "It must have been my sudden 
look of dismay that caused Mrs. Woolf to break in and explain that 
all her own books had been published in this way, including_~ 
Dal/S?)t{ay, which was about to appear." As an alternative, they would 
pass the MS on to H~iogr_n~n's where their close friend, DesrT1Q1Jd 
Maccarthy, was chief editor. Houseman had lunch with Maccarthy, 
who praised The Plains. He would consult with his partners about 
printing it. Meanwhile he asked Houseman to review some of the 
books stacked on MacCarthy's desk. This Houseman did. The 
review, of Sherwood Anderson's A Story Teller's Story, was published 
in the New Statesman. As 1t turned out, MacCarffiy lost the MS of The 
Plains. But over the next few years, J H had several articles and short 
stories printed. One of them, The Ghoul, was included in O'Brien's 
Best Short Stories for 1926. ----- -

So let us look back finally to that "enchanted tea party" with 
Leonard and Virginia Woolf: "I had seen her from afar, at night, tall, 
rustling and brilliant, at Bloomsbury soirees. I had heard of her wit 
and malice, of her shyness and melancholy. Here at home, behind 
her teapot, in the afternoon light, she was less formidable, with her 
hooded eyes and noble features, beautiful in a prematurely faded 
way, talkative, humourous and domestic:' (Run-Through, page 48), 

l}_ar~ ley 
Santa Rosa, CA 

•more like Quentin Bell, ed. 

if fate in th~ Sudan. Acco rding to _Lytton Strac_hey, Gordon's Khartoum 
journals refer only slightly and jocu ar y to Gladstone, his "minor 
idiosyncrasies-the shape of his collars, and his passion for felling 
trees:' 2 
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Strachey clarifies this curious reference further: "Mr: Gladstone 
was in his shirt-sleeves at Hawarden, cutting down a tree, when the 
royal message (to form a government) was brought to him. 'Very 
significant,' he remarked, when he had read the letter, and went on 
cutting down his tree." 3 This has a clear bearing on Septimus Smith's 
not-so-insane exhortation, "Do not cut down trees; tell the Prime 
Minister," in an era when the sun of Empire scarcely ever set. 

The matter comes to full light through l).A. Hamer.• The 
Gladstone Hawarden Cult, as he names it, was as~ ·with the 
Prime Minister's "own distinctive form of recreation, the chopping 
down of trees." "It seems that what the excursionists (to Gladstone's 
house} most wanted to see at Hawarden was Gladstone cutting 
down a tree, and the most popular memento of a visit was a chip 
from that tree." On one self-dramatizing occasion there were some 
1400 pilgrims assembled. Indeed, Gladstone's fearlessness of the 
political sun led him to cut down ever more trees in the calculated 
interests of publicity whenever his fortunes were found in the shade. 

And when he was not devoting himself to tax issues, or the Irish 
Question, or the mythopoeic felling of trees, he was writing on 
Greek literature: "Between 1847 and his death in 1898 he produced 
seven volumes on Homer and a large number of articles" consti
tuting the "single most extensive body of Victorian commentary." 
This effort had at its roots his defense of the Bible and his belief in 
the need for the Classics in conjunction with Christian education, so 
that the Grand Old Man was led to "the most curious of all serious 
Victorian interpretat ions of Homeric poetry." Feeling strongly that 
"the information in Homer provided additional knowledge about 
humankind and about the broader purposes of God for the human 
race" as a "secular counterpart of the Gospel" and believing that the 
epics revealed a plan for redemption and salvation prior to the Cove
nant with the Jews which hence was not limited to them, his lights 
led him to the importance of uniting secular with religious education 
by "establishing a link between the Olympic system of Homer and 
the messianic promises of Genesis."' He went so far as to view 
Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto as a type of Trinity; Athena and Apollo, 
the Logos. 

Although Gladstone maintained that the Olymp ic system was 
close to that of J udeo-Christianity, it was not close enough; the canon 
of the one most definitely required the complementary canon of the 
other. Homer, as an extension of Revelation, "was necessary for a 
correct understanding of the Bible" as well.' So, believing that his 
"primitive messianic tradition in Homer constituted 'a true theology 
falsified,"' any undermining of the Olympic system threatened his 
conception of the True Theology intact. Therefore, Gladstone 
defended Homer's deities against all comers but for all the wrong 
reasons. One position toward which he had great antipathy was the 
Solar Theory. It was an absurd conception deserving impeachment, 
but no more so that his own theories. The result was an extended but 
lively and learned symposium in the journals of the time. . . .. - ---: '1 

The Solar Theory was derived through comp~ c!tive·philology and 
advanced by the Oxford scholar Max Mliflt fr in his Chip_s from a 
~.Q!:k.s hop which "once graded the parlor tables ofi: hought
ful Victorians ... as part of the intellectual growth of the nineteenth
century."' Gladstone 's definition of the Solar Theory, nature worship 
in short, in which "the Olympian family is made up of members who 
bear marks of having been, at an earlier stage of their sway in the 
Peninsula, elemental powers or forms of the manifestation of light" • 
is best explained by Muller himself: "What we call Noon, and Even
ing, and Night, what we call Spring and Winte r, what we call Year, 

. and Time, and Life, and Eternity-all this the ancient Aryans called 
Sun." And strengthening his argument with an example, he offers, 
"Why every time we say 'Good morning' we commit a solar myth," 



/ 
just as in Hugh Whitbread's "Good morning to you, Clarissa." Mui ler 
exhorts us, "Be not afraid of solar myths;'' or poetically phrased, 
"Fear no more the heat of the sun." 

Walter Cox also espoused the Solar Theory and eloquentl y 
defena edh~ ception of it: "If there is monotony in the thought 
of the daily toil of the sun for beings weaker than himself .. . there is 
monotony also in the bare record of birth and love and toil and 
death, to which all human life may be pared down."' 0 The Solar 
Theory badly undercut Gladstone's Greek Trinity, and he set about 
felling this poisonous upas trees as vigorously as any other he under
took. He offered as evidence the antagonism of the more advanced 
Homeric Greeks to this nature worship and the related devotion of 
particular trees to the worship of certain gods, an elemental system 
which he discerned among the less advanced Trojans; and this was 
the thrust of his argument against both Muller and Cox. Gladstone 
had no fear of the sun either in theory or practice, and he freely 
applied "the axe of reform to hoary abuses"" while inventing some 
several blunders of his own. 

Molly Hoff 
26919 "fYKent Drive 
San Antonio, Texas 
78258 
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Review: THE SISTERS~ RJ..S~ E-WR-l:r-1-NG- AN-D
PATNTING - OF VIRGINIA WOOLF AND VANESSA BELL, 
by D1ane Fil y Gi esp1e, Syracuse, New York, 
Syracuse Uni vers1lyPr ess, 1988. 

In the third part of To the Lighth ~ Lily Briscoe confronts 
the "formidable" space of the canvas on which she hopes to 
finish her portrait of Mrs. Ramsay: "this formidable ancient 
enemy of hers-this other thing, this truth, this reality, which 
suddenly laid hands on her ... " (To the Lighthouse, New York, 
p. 236). The passage serves as a gloss on the implicit subject in 
all of Woolf's novels; the relation of the artist to that " erratic," 
"undependable" reality (A Room of One's Own, London , p. 165) 
resembles a state of "perpetual combat." Miss La Trobe, "in the 
attitude proper to an Admiral on his quarter-deck ... decided to 
risk the engagement out of doors" (Between the Acts , New York, 
p. 62). Bernard reflects, near the close of The Waves, "Life is not 
susceptible perhaps to the treatment we give it when we try to 
tell it" (The Waves, New York, p. 267). These figures are versions 
of Woolf herself whose shifts from postures of triumph to ones 
of defeat and despair are familiar to readers of her diaries. 

That Woolf drew the portrait of Lily Briscoe from her sister, 
Vanessa Bel l, is common knowledge. Diane Gillespie's admir
able book, The Sisters' Arts, explores the relationship between 
the Stephen sisters as it reveals the full extent o t ~ wa ~ ch 
sister's art encouraged and influenced the other's. Although 
readers of Woolf have acknowledged the formative influence 
of French painting, especially of those painters included in the 
first Post-Impressionist Exhibition at the Grafton Galleries, 
Gillespie reveals the even closer relationship between Vanessa 
Bell's painting and Virginia Woolf's writing. 

Indeed, Woolf's pervasive appropriation of painterly meta
phors, like the one with which she begins "A Sketch of the Past"
"lf I were a painter I should paint these first impressions in pale , 
yellow, silver, and green" -(Moments of Being, New York, 

p. 66), may derive from her anxiety over embodying reality ade
,_ qu a'tely in fiction. Human character changed around 1910, 

Woolf asserts in "Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown," or, as several 
' Acritics including Gillispie have asserted, the 1910 Po~t

lmpressionist Exhibition effected radical changes inour ways of 
trans-forming · realit y.T ';roping for new forms in which to embody 
these changes , Woolf felt keenly the reproaches of her critics: 
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People , I ike Arnold Bennett, say I cant create, or didn ' t 
in j's R, character s that '; ~rvive. My answer is ... its only 
the old argument that character is dissipated into shreds 
now: the old post-Dostoevsky argument. I daresay its true, 
however, that I haven ' t that 're ality' gift. I insubstantise, 
wilfully to some extent, distrusting reality-its cheapness. 
(The Diary of Virginia Woolf, Volume Two, New York, 
p. 248, entry for Tuesday 19 June 1923). 
The Sisters' Arts reveals t.be full extent of painting 's influence on 

Woolf )__fict.i.Qn, particularly the radically new approaches modern 
pa.inting offered novelists like Woolf in this period of extraordinary 
cross-fertilization. Gillespie sets forth her purposes clearly in her 
introduction: to shift the emphasis in studies of influence on Woolf's 
fiction from Roger Fr to Vanessa Bell; to move away from psycho
I Q_g_is_ ~ I exp I an ation s_oi.the_r:.e Lati_oosbipbetweJ~_nJ:_b..e.~ _to prof es
s io~~ and a~~t_bE:_tic one~ and to define more fully than criticsliave 
hitherto the pervasive role of the visual arts in Woolf's writing. The 
six chapters of The Sisters' Arts focus on the way Virginia Woolf and 
Vanessa Bell sometimes practiced one another's characteristic form 
of expression, on Woolf's aesthetics and art criticism (her essay on 
vV~ ter Sickert 's painting appropriately receives more attention, 
given Gillespie's purposes, than on the biography of Fry), on the 
responses of each sister to the work of the other (they were certainly 
not free from envy, misunderstanding, and vituperation). Two par
ticularly strong chapters focus on portraiture and landscape in 
Woolf's fiction and in Bell 's painting. 

Gillespie has looked more closely than other critics at Bell's illus
trations for Woolf's novels and short stories; she argues convincingly 
that Bell's drawings for Kew CaLdens, The Mark on the Wall, "A 
HauritedR ouse:' " The String Quartet ,"" A Society," and " An Unwrit
ten Novel," embo dy images and abstractions which__f~~ s psycho
l~g1c~I 6j5rrosTf1ons in Woolf's iction. (Her assertion, however, that 
Bel l's design for the ninth page of Kew Gardens in the 1927 edition in 
its symmetry and " rigidity of design ... communicates sterotypical 
masculine characteristics" [The Sisters' Arts, p. 131], remains, in my 
opinion, largly conjecture.) Gillespie reminds us that both sisters 
were convinced that fiction should not resemble essays. Like 
Matisse, whom she met in 1914, and like Roger Fry, Vanessa Bell 
Believ'ed illustrations need not correspond point-to-point to fictional 
texts; instead, they may "embel I ish and ring variations on the writer's 
words and thought." Woolf and Bell also believed firmly that fiction 
should not imitate essays; Woolf, for example , admired Lawrence's 
descriptive passages, but deplored his commentary on tliem: " What 
I enjoy [in The Letters of D.H. Lawrence, ed. Aldous Huxley, 1932] is 
the sudden visualization: the great ghost springing over the wave (of 
the spray in Cornwall) but I get no satisfaction from his explanations 
of what he sees" (The Diary of Virginia Woolf, Volume IV: London, 
p. 126, entry for 2 October 1932). This judgment is bound up with a 
statement Woolf made (and which Gillespie quotes) in her review of 
Kipling 's Letters of Travel1892-1913, that " Nothing can existu n ess it 
1s properly described " ("Mr. Kipling's Notebook, " in Books and Por
traits, New York, p. 63). what Diane Gillespie's The Sisters' Arts offers 
us is a fine study of the way the sister arts of I iterature and painting 
informed one another to the mutual strengthening and enhance
ment of Bell's and Woolf's struggle for adequate representations in 
painting and fiction. 

c;eorge W. Bahlke 
Hamilton College 



Review: TO THE LIGHTHOUSE: 
THf"~~~( ~i F ~lf_E. AND ART . 
by Alice van Buren Kelley, Twayne Publishers, 1987. 

The .stated int enti ~ wayne's Masterwork Studies is to provide 
college and university students, particularly those "who might nor
mally be intimidated by the notion of reading literary criticism," con
cise critical readings of classic texts and quick access to useful infor
mation. Among a number of directions in their "Guidelines for 
Authors:' is to avoid "radical interpretation;' more pointedly to 
avoid an analysis based on a specific ideology . Given such con
straints it is no wonder that authors may be inclined to opt for 
relatively safe ground. 

The fact that van Buren Kelley has produced an eminently useful 
book for this series, despite such constraining guidelfnes, reflects the 
excellence of her scholarship and her critical insight. The best book 
on To the Lighthouse since Mitc ~ II Le~'s much praised early 
work in 1970, the present study will prove of immeasurable help to 
the growing number of people who teach it. In regard to newly pub
lished material, van Buren Kelley makes good use of Susan Dick's 
1982 edition of the novel's original holo~dra .f~ as well as of the 
revTsecfealtion of Moments of Being. 

Among ·tnes uEfects that I found particularly impressive, I would 
mention her discussion of Roger Fry in explicating Lily Briscoe's 
painting and her overall treatment of the "Time Passes" section. 
While the discussion concerning the latter's use of repetitive rhythm 
and the dialectical relationship of hope and emptiness are themes 
derived from her first book (The Novels of Virginia Woolf: Fact and 
Vision, 1973), her analysis of Woolf's use of conditional auxiliary 
verbs-one of which she aptly terms 'The saving "but"' -is a new 
and convincing insight. In regard to the use of the holograph draft, I 
would emphasize her discussion of manuscript revisions of Cam in 
support of the assumption that Mrs. Ramsay's daughter has been 
"softened" to link her more emphatically with her mother. Similarly, 
information that the "boots" dialogue between Lily and Mr. Ramsay 
is not in the earlier version helps future critics to decipher that dif
ficult encounter . 

My disagreements with van Buren Kelley's interpretations reflect 
in almost every case differences of point of view. Unlike the editors 
of the Twayne series, I think that ideological perspectives are. in
escapable . I found the theoretical approach here to be essentially 
that of her earlier book. In each, Mrs. Ramsay, personifying the 
cooperative feminine instinct, remains, while admittedly outdated , 
a model for women . For both life and art, "marriage " apparently 
remains central in fact as in metaphor. It is true that change through 
the modern world enters the picture, that we perceive new options 
that are no less real. . But other theoretical forms of connection 
remain, at least in my reading of this book, a trifle suspect and conse
quently largely ignored. 

The relationship between man and woman seems formed by 
an immutable nature alone rather than by the hierarchical social 
forces Woolf turns to examine so directly in A Roo_m_oLOne.s 
Own and Three Guineas. In each of van Buren- Kelley's books, 

·-beha-v icir is- rooted - fii- .m essentially cyclical view of being and 
time. While citrng studies with opposing points of view, her foot
notes rarely if ever summarize, much less quote, alternate read
ings. Carolyn Heilbrun's description of Mrs. Ramsay comes most 
immedia tely to mind: "The Mrs. Ramsays not only cannot write 
novels, they do not even read them ... [She has] seduced us into 
worshiping her." While it is true that Helibrun's book is listed in 
her bibliography, I suspect that the decision to exclude such 
arguments was not made merely to fulf i ll monograph demands 
for brevity, One persistent impress ion, affected perhaps by my 
knowledge of the "Guidelines," is that van Buren Kelley was in 
fact play ing it safe by avoiding controversial critical stances. 
One might have hoped, moreover, to see more signs of those new 
directions, theoretical and socio-political, that have character
ized Woolf studies here and abroad over the past two decades. 

Lu.cio_R~ 
Stanford University 
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Review=...YLCIQB!AN-BLOOMS.B..URX: J HJ_EARLY 
LIT ERARY HISTORY OF THE BLOOMSBURY GROUP 
-oy S.P. R?~n6a~m~-si .Mar'tin's .Pr.ess, 1987: 

This impressive book is the first volume in Rosenbaum's literary 
history of .Jlloo.msl;>ury. As such, it prepares for later work (an 
Edwardian vo lume is expected), establishing contexts for the for
mally diverse range of texts group members produced after most of 
them had "come down" from Cambridge at the turn of the century. 
The emphasis is on the male principals of the group, with the Misses 
Stephen frequently fitting in as sympathetic, if occasionally ironic, 
commentators rather than active participants. The author is 
necessarily bound to the period and his mater ial, which establishes 
as the book's center of gravity the rigorous formal and informal edu
cation the young men received as undergraduates, several of them 
as ~po ~_t!es. A study of in.!J!!~ce, Rosenbaum's group portrait traces 
the developm ent of these indiv iduals through a tangled forest of 
Victorian intellectualism, institutions , and eccentrically brilliant 
persons. 

After an overview of the intellectual/literary milieu at the fin de 
siecle, Rosenbaum wastes no time establishing the eminence of 
Leslie St,eQ_hen-Cambridge man, agnostic theologian, essayist
biogtapher extraordinaire-as a forebear whose literary criticism sig
nificantly influenced the much younger generation of "Old Blooms
bury." Sympathies and antipathies coalesce in an ethic, and this 
book, devoid of theoretical tautologies save that one must read a 
staggering number of texts comparatively, makes connections 
everywhere between the views of its principal subjects and those 
stemming from two types of mediator: one filial and representative 
of the ubiquitous houses of Strachey, Stephen, Forster, Mac;_C_arthy, 
Sydney-Turner, Keynes, Bell, Fry, and Woolf;-the other, scholastic 
anclclec1oecflypfiT losoph1cal. I he second of these, not the easiest 
reading in the book, derives from studies in history and classics at 
King).Jl nd Tri nity_{;olleges,...C.am.brigge, 1885-1905; from covert dis
cussion groups and literary societies; and from the philosophies of 
Apostolic dons G. Lowes Dickinson, J.M.E. McTaggart, B~ d 
Russell, and (especially) CJ _. Mo_QLe. 

-Ats everal points, the book will surprise some Virginia Woolf par
tisans by presenting a suprisingly disturbing view ot her [) Other and a 
generall y benign profra ifo f Sir Leslie, to whom Virginia owed much 
of her precocious education and of whom she was, except perhaps 
in her fiction, partial. Her father seems in fact no less necessary in 

· linking her intellectual development to that of her enviable brothers 
and their friends than seems the Platonism of the philosophers in 
accounting for diversity in Bloomsbury's many causes. Leonard 
Woolf's "Platonic idea laid up in heaven of security and peace and 
civilization," for instance, reflects a complicated crux layered deep 
in the group psyche-at heart, a system of ethics claiming, paradox
ically , descent through tradition while enabling the faithful to over
throw the merely conventional wherever they found it. Rosenbaum's 
last chapter, on the young men's largely unpublished attempts to 
become "serious" writers by parodying standards of form and sub
ject , suggests the early mod~ ity o.Lth.e gwup's creqtive impulseJ.L 
but also acts of creat /o~ nderstood by a spiritual father revered 
only beneath Shakespeare. The study withholds much , at last, that 
might have been revealed, evidently intending to tantalize but not 
indulge its reader. Similarly, final assessment of this so-far splendid 
work will have to await the second volume. 

Wayne K. Chapman 
W ashingtorisiate University 



Greetings! 
Now that New Orleans ha,s been filed under "M" (for memory) or 

"MsB" (for moments of being), we look ahead to beginning a new file, 
"M'89" for new memories or, perhaps, for membership
paid members, new and renewed, now totaling 205; if you're one of 
the thirty whose membership is in limbo, you might consider taking 
action before another deadline is past. 

Once again, the contents of the "0'89" (deadlines) file: 
Final drafts of papers for the '89 MLA Convention in Washington, 

D.C., are needed by Mark Huss�y ("Virginia Woolf: The Reality, the 
Myth and the Fiction· ot War'') and Evelyn Haller ('"Getting from 
lunch to dinner': Virginia Woolf and Autobiography") by 1 April. 

If you want your telephone number listed in the next membership 
directory, please send me a card by 1 April; to date, I've only received 
a few, which arrived within a couple of weeks of my sending off the 
New Year's letter. 

And, If you've any suggestions for sessions for the 1990 MLA Con
vention, please send them to me by 1 May. 

That said, I thank you for letting us know of news: 
Mark H\Jssey reports that his "Reading and Ritual in Virginia 

Woolf's Between the Acts" will be in the spring '89 issue of Anima and 
that his " 'I' Rejected: 'We' Substituted: Self and Society in B�_ein 
the Act "is an essay in a forthcoming collection edited by Barbara 
B.rothers and Bege Bowers that reevaluates the novel of manne-rs 
traclition. Mark also wants us to know that John Briggs' Fire in the 
Crucible: The Alchemy of Creative Genius (NY:-St. Martin's Press, '88)
is "a study of the creative process of 'genius' at work in scientists and
artists and contains some fascinating descriptions of VW's brain at
work." 

Mitchell Leaska writes that he's finishing The Earl ournals of 
VirB.1!21� and The Let�'2_ 0_ Vio�t T!_efusis to Vita Sack ville-West, 
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which "is the companion piece to Nigel Nicolson's Portrait of a Mar
!�" The Letters are due in October;89 and the I oumals a liffleTater. 

Louise DeSalvo's Virginia Woolf: The Impact of Childhood Sexual 
Abuse on Her Life and Work will be published by Beacon in March or 
A_pril and by The Women's Press in England this summer. 

Eve Linn's "Portrait in Green: Lady Ottoline Morrell and the 
Garclens at Garsington Manor" is publisn

e

aTii-f11eWmter '88 issue of 
Carden Design. 

Gillian Fenwick has two books that will be published this year: The 
Contribti"tor?Tndex to the Dictionary of National Biography, 1885-1901 
(Winchester: St . Paul's) and Leslie Stephen's-Life 1n Letters (Win-
chester: St. Paul's). 

· - --

Joanne Trautm_ii[ln..Jlws is expecting proofs of Selected Letters of
Virginia Woolf from London this month. 

--

Dan Schwarz writes that his The Transformation of the English 
Nave: 1890-1930 includes a SO-page Woolf chapter andthaP'there 
are otherchapters of interest to Woolf scholars, particularly the intro
ductory chapter-in which Woolf plays a prominent part-and the 
Forster chapter." 

And, Bill McBrien asks us to note that the Winter 1988 number of 
TwentiethCenturyLiterature includes an essay by John Hulcoop enti
tled "Percival and the Porpoise: Woolf's Heroic Th-emein TheWaves." 

Again, J J and I send our best wishes for a good 1989 and Tookfor
ward to hearing of new news (file: "News '89") . Please keep those 
cards and letters coming in. 

Ever-
Karen L. Levenback 
Secretary- Treasurer 
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